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WHAT’S NEW IN MINDMANAGER 12 FOR MAC

NEW Objects & Smart Shapes

Shapes direct attention and enable understanding in a way words never can - and we’ve added 12 powerful new shapes to our object library. Group topics or process parts within shapes to distinguish areas of importance, or combine customizable shapes and Smart Shapes to build new templates and diagram types that support your unique objectives.

- Enrich, clarify and expand map content with 12 new shapes including stars, arrows, brackets, funnels and many others
- Easily group content within shapes to define processes, illustrate concepts and more
- Create custom diagrams quickly and easily with new smart funnels & matrices

NEW SmartRules™

SmartRules™ extends and goes beyond mapping, empowering you to automatically trigger changes not only in topic look and feel, but actual topic data. It helps reducing repetitive tasks and transforming maps from simply representing your processes and workflows, to driving and accelerating them.

- Write rules that change topic icons, tags, properties, progress & priority markers, based on specific triggers
- Apply SmartRules to individual objects or topics, select branches or full diagrams
- Automate content updates to task lists, project plans, flowcharts and more, saving time and igniting productivity

Expanded Theme Designs

First impressions influence everything that follows. Our new visual themes feature fresh colors, modern fonts and personality-packed designs that set an immediate tone for your presentation, and instantly convey subtle yet significant messages about your brand, style, and content.

- Choose from 40+ stunning new visual themes, from polished to whimsical to dramatic
- Transform any map’s look, feel and tone with a single click
- Effortlessly switch themes to engage different audiences and support different goals

New Icon Library

- We have expanded and enhanced the icon library and added 500+ new and enhanced icons
- The Icons option is now included in the Library drop down list, making it easier for users to find and insert icons
Enhanced HTML Export & Publish Filtering

Improved communication & collaboration by making shared maps easier for recipients to navigate, understand, and respond to

- Exported and Published Map can now be filtered based on icons, tags, resources and saved filter
- Publishers can also now create a direct topic link from the output to visually guide recipients to specific content

macOS specific enhancements

We also have added a couple of macOS specific enhancements.

- Touch Bar Support
- Dark Mode Support*

*Requires macOS 10.14 Mojave or greater

New Imports

Users can now import existing XMind & FreeMind maps into MindManager. Imports enable users to evolve and improve on the content created in other mapping applications leveraging the breadth of MindManager tools and features.

- XMind Import
- FreeMind Import
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR VERSION 12.0.161

- Mac OS X 10.13 (High Sierra) or greater
- 250 MB available disk space
- 1024 x 768 or greater display resolution
- Additional requirements for certain features:
  - Broadband Internet Connection
RESOLVED ISSUES IN VERSION 12.0.161

Mapping Improvement:
Issue: Tag with same name belonging to different tag groups are not added to the topic.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Zoom controls are not always visible when viewing large maps.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to drag and drop multiple images topics.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to drag and drop Map Parts from task pane.
Resolution: Fixed.

Task Management Improvement:
Issue: Holidays are ignored while adding task information.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Effort is not updated after assigning another resource to a task.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Dependencies are not removed after removing dependant task info.
Resolution: Fixed

Objects:
Issue: Unable to move multiple selected objects.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to insert text immediately after adding a Text Box.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to see the selection frame while hovering over the Shape.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Transparency value of shapes is reset to 100% while updating fill color from the format task pane.
Resolution: Fixed.

Miscellaneous:
**Issue:** MindManager for Mac may crash when opening maps in Mindjet Files.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Map Themes cannot be applied to Flowchart diagrams.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager for Mac crashes while using the 'Find' feature in Flowchart maps.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager for Mac crashes on double clicking a topic while Format menu is expanded.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager for Mac crashes while moving a topic with large attachments.
**Resolution:** Fixed.
**KNOWN ISSUES IN VERSION 12.0.161**

**SmartRules:**

**Issue:** SmartRules are not applied to recovered maps if MindManager crashes.

**Workaround:** Save, close, and reopen the Map.

**Issue:** Unable to insert topic inside Shapes or Smart Shapes using mouse doubleclick.

**Workaround:** Lock the objects by right clicking the Background and insert or drag & drop it from mapping canvas.

**Mapping:**

**Issue:** Mixed Font color displays after applying certain map themes.

**Workaround:** Use Copy/Paste Format feature to update all fonts to be the same color.

**Issue:** Topic text is appearing cropped when markers are added after applying Match Width.

**Workaround:** Change affected topics back to Automatic Topic Size (Found in the Inspector Under Format/Style) then use the Match Width command on those topics again.

**Dark Mode:**

**Issue:** While MindManager is open and switching from Light Mode to Dark Mode, users may see User Interface issues.

**Workaround:** Restart the application.

**Properties:**

**Issue:** Missing validation while entering property values.

**Workaround:** Enter the value depending upon the type of property.

**Issue:** Minor usability issues while adding options for ‘List’ type property.

**Workaround:** Click on List options field to add the options and press return key to accept the value.

**Miscellaneous:**

**Issue:** Fonts may appear blurry on lower resolution displays or when the map is zoomed out.

**Workaround:** Zoom in on the map.

**Issue:** Revision Number and Modification Date are truncated when enabled from Show/Hide Menu.

**Workaround:** None.
**Issue:** Date format is not showing correctly when exporting to Word.

**Workaround:** None.

**Issue:** User may see undesirable results while unpublishing a map from publish context menu.

**Workaround:** Clear browser cache & cookies in Safari and restart MindManager.
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